Scissor Sleeve Tutorial
By Marianne Jeffrey

adventurousquilter.blogspot.com

Only 2 x 10”
squares of fabric
needed!

Fabric Requirements
2 x 10” squares of fabric
Example fabrics by Harmony Art Organic Design
Exterior: Stumps Speak Denim
Interior: Vein cotton sateen
Pattern Drafting
1 x 10” square piece of paper or card
Image for illustrative purposes — drafting instructions overpage

Once drafted your pattern piece should look somewhat like this prototype example!
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1. Imagine or draw a 10 x 10 grid on your 10” square of paper
2. Red lines are cutting lines, The paler red is only provided to show
the trajectory of the lines for drafting purposes
3. Grey lines are pattern fold lines
4. Draft pattern as shown above and cut on the red lines

Cutting Instructions
Once your pattern is drafted and cut,
some minor trimming to refine the pattern
may be necessary.
Fold on the grey fold lines; fold the front flap in first and
the middle flap on top so you can trim away any excess
overhanging paper from the middle flap. Reopen & fold
the middle flap over the back flap first, then fold the front
flap over the middle trim away any excess overhanging
paper as needed.

Once folded it should look something like
this:
Unfold once you are happy with the
pattern and you are ready to cut fabric!
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Place the two 10” squares of fabric right
sides together, pin on the pattern piece
then cut around the pattern piece this
will cut one from the exterior fabric and
one from the interior fabric.
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Construction
Place the two fabrics right sides
together and pin in place.
Stitch a 1/4 seam all the way
around the edges, leaving a 4
inch opening along one of the
longer sides.

Opening

Clip fabric corners to ensure
the excess fabric is trimmed
away. This will ensure neat
corners once the fabric is
turned right sides out.

Turn right sides out and press
carefully, pinning closed the
opening as you go.
(you can choose to baste closed the
opening with a basting stitch if you prefer)

Topstitch along the selected
edges as shown to neatly finish
these edges.

Fold in the pocket flaps, press and pin
in place.
Topstitch through all layers as shown
to secure the layers and neatly finish
the edges.
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These are fabulous for
using up leftover fabrics
and are a terrific gift for
craft & sewing friends!

